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My presentation today

• Finance digitalisation post Covid has introduced new and emerging risks that warrant regulation

• Effective supervision of digitized financial services requires greater collaboration and coordination 

among authorities and jurisdictions

• Most regulators want to digitally transform processes supervising consumer protection – but EMDEs 

face several challenges in achieving this

• The Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance has several initiatives supporting the digital 

transformation of policy making and supervision:

• Capacity building

• Peer-to-peer knowledge exchange

• Suptech tools as public goods

• Digitisation of regulation 



Growth in fintech and other forms of Digital Financial Services (DFS)  following Covid-19 has 
introducing new and emerging consumer risks - particularly in the digital assets sector

Why is regulation needed? 

Source: CCAF, World Bank and World Economic Forum (2022) The Global Covid-19 Fintech Market Impact and
Industry Resilience Report, University of Cambridge, World Bank Group and the World Economic Forum



Decentralised tech innovation increases the need for collaboration across jurisdictions

Binance in 2017 (1) Binance in 2023

(1) CCAF Ecosystem Atlas https://ccaf.io/atlas/

“The Recommendations in IOSCO’s Consultation Report set expectations and guardrails to 

regulate and supervise crypto-asset markets, which are inherently cross-border in nature.”

LIM Tuang Lee, Chairperson of the IOSCO Board-Level Fintech Task Force

https://ccaf.io/atlas/visualisation/graph?country_field=countries_served&year=2017&organisation=lWD5u9qBDgZ3j99S8gy2
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Bespoke frameworks
(Bermuda, Abu Dhabi, the Cayman 

Islands, Hong Kong, Singapore,

the EU, and Australia)

Bespoke AML regimes for crypto 
(in most jurisdictions as a result of FATF 

VASP guidance of 2019). 

‘Non-bespoke’ regulatory 

frameworks
(US (federal & most states), 

Canada, UK, Bahamas, Dubai, 

and UAE (federal)

Overlapping regulatory perimeters increases the need for collaboration between authorities



Regulators’ challenges in identifying, measuring, and prioritizing emergent consumer risks

Structured data is critically important to effectively regulating digital services?

Source: CCAF, World Bank and World Economic Forum (2022) The Global Covid-19 Fintech Market Impact and
Industry Resilience Report, University of Cambridge, World Bank Group and the World Economic Forum



What are the capacity building needs of regulatory authorities? 

Source: CCAF, World Bank and World Economic Forum (2022) The Global Covid-19 Fintech Market Impact and
Industry Resilience Report, University of Cambridge, World Bank Group and the World Economic Forum



CCAF Initiative # 1: Capacity building programmes addressing financial digitalisation



Regulator Knowledge Exchange

CCCAF Initiative # 2: Regulatory Community Platform for peer-to-peer knowledge exchange  



Join the platform via
www.rke.ccaf.io

http://www.rke.ccaf.io/


CCAF Initiative # 3: Cambridge Suptech Lab

Cambridge SupTech Lab (2022), State of SupTech Report 2022, Cambridge: 

Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance (CCAF), University of Cambridge. Available at www.cambridgesuptechlab.org/SOS

• Authorities need data teams, more data 

sharing and data synthesis as a foundation. 

• EMDEs lag DEs in Suptech adoption: they 

need training, technical assistance, digital 

tools, and funding for design & development.



Next-Generation Consumer Complaints Management System

Monitoring all complaint 

channels providing 

comprehensive visibility

Enabling consumers to file 

complaints on financial 

products in mixed language

Embedded consumer 

assistance, rights, protection 

of data, and ‘do’s & don’ts’

Cambridge Suptech Lab: Building digital supervisory tools as public goods



CCAF Initiative # 4: Supporting regulators’ migration to ‘AI-ready’ machine-readable rule books

“Soft copy” publication 
(e.g. unstructured .pdf documents)

Digital website publication
(e.g. HTML docs)

XML publication
(Structured data but not “AI-ready”)

API Publication 
(Machine-readable & “AI-ready”)

Almost all regulators in developing & 

many in developed economies

A few regulators in developed 

economies: e.g. Bank of England & 

FCA (UK), Australia

Some US Federal Agencies, some EU 

agencies, and UK (FCA)

One regulator: FINRA (US)
(50% completed with manual process at YE2022)

Machine-Readable regulation provides structured data to enable policy and supervision leveraging AI




